
Technical Data

FN SCAR® Precision Rifle

Ergonomic commonality and parts
commonality throughout the FN SCAR®

family reduces training and life cycle
costs significantly.

    7.62x51mm NATO

Gas operated, rotating bolt     

                    Semi-auto or semi-auto, full auto              

10- or 20-round steel magazine

 

    4.5 kg                                        5 kg

 

   

     1,071mm                                  1,085mm 

     1,007mm                                  1,040mm

 823mm                                       N/A

   20’’

   6 positions                 10 positions

   2 positions                 8 positions

  Black or Flat Dark Earth 

Caliber:

Operating principle:

Firing mode:

Feed system:

Weight (without magazine

  and accessories):

Overall length with unfolded   

  buttstock

  - Maximum: 

  - Minimum:

Overall length with folded

  buttstock:

Barrel length:

Buttstock adjustments

  - Length of pull:

  - Cheek rest:

Color:

FN SCAR®-H PR  FN SCAR®-H TPR
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Utilizing the proven operating system and modular architecture 
found elsewhere in the FN SCAR® family of 5.56mm and 7.62mm
assault rifles, the FN SCAR® precision rifle incorporates features
seldom found in a semi-auto precision rifle, and retains the same 
performances as an assault rifle at shorter ranges.

The FN SCAR® precision rifle is durable yet
lightweight, and guarantees rapid and accurate
fire at long and close ranges.

The FN SCAR® precision rifle is available with
a foldable buttstock (FN SCAR®-H PR model)
or fixed sniper-type buttstock (FN SCAR®-H TPR
model).

Enhanced Ergonomics

Compared to traditional precision rifles, the FN SCAR® precision rifle is lightweight. 

The FN SCAR®-H PR features a foldable buttstock - identical to the FN SCAR® assault rifle -, which makes the precision rifle

compact and easy to handle in confined areas, such as patrol vehicles. When in folded position, the weapon can still fire.

The buttstock is also adjustable in length and height to accommodate respectively operator’s body armor and web gear,

and operator’s head position when using iron or optical sights. These adjustments are retained after folding and unfolding

the buttstock.

The FN SCAR®-H TPR features a fixed sniper-type buttstock with precise adjustments for length and height, and has

an elastomer-covered, sloped cheek rest for improved comfort.

High Accuracy

The FN SCAR® precision rifle features a free-floating

20” heavy barrel and a two-stage trigger module

(Match type), ensuring longer effective range and high

hit probability up to 800 meters.

The precision rifle features an extended upper MIL-STD 1913 

Picatinny® rail machined in a monolithic aluminum receiver.   

                 

The upper rail is numbered and 575mm long, and can accept

in-line night and day sights.

Rapid and Accurate at Long and Short Ranges

Improved Safety

The FN SCAR® precision rifle is available in two firing modes:

    - either safe and semi-auto

      or

    - safe, semi-auto and full auto.

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny® rail
on each side

Lower MIL-STD 1913
Picatinny® rail

Adjustable length of pull (6 positions)

20-round steel magazine
(10-round magazine available on request)

Folding bipod (option)

Adjustable
cheek rest
(8 positions)

FN SCAR®-H TPR - 7.62x51mm NATO

FN SCAR®-H PR - 7.62x51mm NATO

Reciprocating cocking handle

Flip-up iron sights

Extended upper MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny® rail

Adjustable cheek rest
(2 positions)

Adjustable length of pull (10 positions)

MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny® rail for add-on monopod

Ambidextrous selector lever

Ambidextrous magazine lever
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